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In the news




March 14, 2024
How Elizabeth Alexander (and $500 million) changed the nature of the monuments we revere

Read the news



March 10, 2024
Opinion: Why high school students need ethnic studies

Read the news



March 01, 2024
Game-Changing Access to Academic Materials in Prison

Read the news



February 21, 2024
Monument Lab Director Paul M. Farber to Join Mellon Foundation’s Board of Trustees

Read the news



February 13, 2024
Introducing the Inaugural ‘Writing Freedom’ Fellows

Read the news
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Explore Ideas
	
[image: Artists as Catalysts Navigation Image]
Artists as Catalysts
	
[image: A side profile of a Black poet who is wearing glasses and a hat with a feather hat pin.]
Beyond Incarceration
	
[image: Civic engagement navigation image - A large crowd of people who are far away and anonymous]
Civic Engagement
	
[image: A vertical image of an Indigenous person who is sitting on a chair in front of a backdrop.]
Evolving Higher Education
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Expanding Public Knowledge
	
[image: A large statue of a confederate general is covered in markings and graffiti. ]
Monuments and Memory
	
[image: Five people stand together in a group photo. They are laughing and smiling.]
Multivocality
	
[image: Five colorful neon signs hang on the wall with messages that include, "Freedom cannot wait," "Brown owned," and "America is for Dreamers."]
Power of the Word
	
[image: A group of Indigenous Maskoke people stand and sit in the wooden frame of a structure in a woods]
Public Places‚ Public Stories
	
[image: In a vertical image, a black leather vest is adorned with colorful pins across the front of it. Embroidery on the vest reads: "Felícitas "La Prieta" Méndez" ]
Puerto Rico and Its Diaspora
	
[image: Two scholars dressed in all black face the camera.]
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